Abstract-High-throughput single-cell genomics is used to gain insights into diseases such as cancer. Motivated by this important application, microfluidics has emerged as a key technology for developing comprehensive biochemical procedures for studying DNA, RNA, proteins, and many other cellular components. Recently, a hybrid microfluidic platform has been proposed to efficiently automate the analysis of a heterogeneous sequence of cells. In this design, a valve-based routing fabric based on transposers is used to label/barcode the target cells. However, the design proposed in prior work overlooked defects that are likely to occur during chip fabrication and system integration. We address the above limitation by investigating the fault tolerance of the valve-based routing fabric. We develop a theory of failure assessment and introduce a design technique for achieving fault tolerance. Simulation results show that the proposed method leads to a slight increase in the fabric size and decrease in cellanalysis throughput, but this is only a small price to pay for the added assurance of fault tolerance in the new design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Single-cell analysis is used to gain insights into diseases such as cancer. This analysis is done in three steps, namely cell encapsulation and differentiation [1] , droplet barcoding [2] , and type-driven cell analysis [3] , [4] . Recent developments in microfluidic techniques have paved the way for singlecell analysis on biochips [5] . These miniaturized platforms are based on either flow-based microfluidics [6] or digital microfluidic biochips (DMFBs) [7] . Despite the advent of affordable microfluidic technologies, each of these steps in single-cell analysis can only be carried out efficiently in a specific microfluidic technology domain [3] , [8] . Therefore, to perform single-cell analysis efficiently on a single chip, a hybrid platform was recently introduced in [2] . This platform consists of components that work in different microfluidic domains. Each stage of the single-cell analysis protocol is carried out on a specific component.
In this work, we are focused on droplet barcoding and a valve-based fabric that is utilized as a crossbar to route a barcoding droplet from the reservoirs to the point where it is mixed with sample/reagents droplets [4] . This routing fabric is composed of transposers [9] , which are connected using channels and controlled via pneumatic inputs. Fig. 1 illustrates the layouts of full and half transposers and shows models of these transposers. The straight and crossed lines in the model represent the connections between the input ports and the output ports. Fig. 2(a) presents an example of the routing fabric. It was shown that in this routing fabric, every input can be connected to every output, and it has a smaller footprint compared to the alternative of connecting reservoirs directly to the digital microfluidic part [2] .
However, the fault tolerance of the crossbar has not been studied in prior work, and it remains a major concern for the design in [2] . Each transposer in this architecture is composed of channels and valves, which provide connections in the transposer. Recent studies have shown that physical defects can occur during the fabrication process, resulting in faulty channels and valves [10] , [11] . Moreover, these basic components may also wear out and fail due to workload [12] . Therefore, connections in a transposer are prone to failures. When a connection along the path from an input to an output of the routing fabric fails, the path becomes disconnected and the barcoding droplet that is directed along this path will not arrive at the output port. Therefore, a sample in the downstream DMFB will not receive any barcoding droplet. As a result, when this sample is manipulated, there will be no information on its identity; hence no meaningful conclusion can be drawn from the analysis.
In this work, we address the fault tolerance of the routing fabric with respect to the failure of connections in transposers. We introduce a method for expanding the routing fabric to guarantee the existence of multiple paths through different transposers between each input/output pair. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We define the concept of a critical transposer and present a method to identify critical transposers.
• We develop a theory of failure assessment and introduce a method for expanding critical transposers.
• We present a comprehensive performance evaluation and assessment of fault tolerance for the expanded crossbar.
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II. FAULT MODEL AND TRANSPOSER EXPANSION
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , each input is connected to both outputs of the full transposer through valves and channels. A half transposer has only one output but it can be connected to either input. We consider a fault model in which a combination of defective valves and channels block the flow of liquid in one path. Such a fault leads to the disconnection of an input/output pair inside a transposer. To guarantee the connectivity between inputs and outputs of a transposer with a faulty connection, the path for every input/output pair in the transposer must be replicated. By connecting a full transposer to the inputs of the target transposer, each input of the new transposer will be connected to each output of the target transposer via two paths. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), one path goes through output 1,1 and the other one goes through output 1,2 . For instance, two parallel paths from input 1,1 to output 2,1 are shown in different colors in Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3(b) shows a similar expansion of a half transposer.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
When a droplet enters a transposer, it can be routed straight or crossed. This entry port of a transposer is referred to as a decision point [2] . A valve-based crossbar with n inputs and m outputs can be mapped to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) F n×m = (V n×m , E n×m ), where each decision point is mapped to a vertex v ∈ V n×m , and each edge e ∈ E n×m represents the channel connecting two decision points. As an example, F 2×2 is a full transposer, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Fig. 2(c) shows the graph model corresponding to an 8-to-4 crossbar. It is shown in [2] that for F n×m to represent a fully connected crossbar, it is sufficient that n and m are even integers, and F n×m has q vertical levels, where q = m+n 2 . Let w 1 and w 2 be defined as w 1 = m − 1 and w 2 = (n − m)/2. As shown in Fig. 2 (c), n nodes in this design reside at each of the first w 1 vertical levels. This number is reduced in the subsequent w 2 vertical levels until it reaches m at the last level, which represents the output ports. We address each decision point in the crossbar with its coordinates. In other words, a node p ∈ V n×m is represented as (vertical level of p, horizontal level of p). An input i k refers to the decision point (1, k) in the crossbar, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Similarly, an output o j refers to the decision point (q, j + n−m 2 ), where 1 ≤ j ≤ m. The existence of a path from an input i k to an output o j depends on the functionality of the edges that connect the intermediate decision points. An edge whose failure (i.e. a connection failure in the transposer, also referred to in this paper as edge failure) results in the disconnection of an input/output pair is referred to as a critical edge. An edge can only be critical if it is a part of all the paths between an input/output pair. A transposer with a critical edge is referred to as a critical transposer. To maintain the full connectivity in the case of an edge failure, the crossbar should not have any critical edges.
Therefore, our goal is to first find input/output pairs that are connected through only one path or through multiple overlapping paths in a given crossbar. Following this, our objective is to identify critical transposers in the path between these input/output pairs. By expanding these critical transposers, an additional path for connecting the pair can be created that excludes the critical edges. Hence, in the redesigned crossbar, failure of any single edge can be tolerated.
IV. IDENTIFYING CRITICAL EDGES
To investigate the connectivity between an input/output pair, we divide the path between them into two sections: from the input to a node in vertical level w 1 , and from the node in vertical level w 1 to the output. We are interested in vertical level w 1 since the number of nodes in the vertical levels is reduced from this level forward; see Fig. 2(c) . Note that each node in F n×m is only connected to the nodes in the previous and next vertical level. In order to reach an output port from an input port, none of the intermediate vertical levels can be skipped. Therefore, any path between an input/output pair goes through a node at vertical level w 1 .
If an input i of a transposer T is connected to a node p further downstream in the crossbar, any path from i to p goes through one of the outputs (o) of T . Because both inputs of any full transposer are connected to both of its outputs, the other input of T is also connected to p through o. A similar argument holds for the connection between the outputs of a transposer and nodes further upstream in the crossbar. Note that i k−1 and i k are inputs of the same transposer if k = 2K where 2 ≤ 2K ≤ n. Similarly, o j−1 and o j are outputs of the same transposer if j = 2J where 2 ≤ 2J ≤ m.
Let R k be the set of nodes at vertical level w 1 that are connected to i k−1 and i k , and let S j be the set of nodes in this vertical level that are connected to o j−1 and o j . Let us also define P k,j as the intersection of these two sets, i.e., P k,j = R k ∩ S j . For example, R 4 , S 4 , and their intersection in an 8-to-4 crossbar are shown in Fig. 4 All the paths from i k−1 and i k to o j−1 and o j go through a node in P k,j while any other node at vertical level w 1 is either not connected to i k−1 and i k or not connected to o j−1 and o j . We present two key lemmas for determining the number of paths between an input/output pair based on the size of P k,j . The proofs are not included in this short paper. Lemma 1. The set P k,j has only one element if and only if either k = 2 and j = m, or k = n and j = 2. For other values of k and j, P k,j has three or more elements.
Lemma 2. If P k,j has only one element, then there is only one path for connecting each of the inputs i k−1 or i k to each of the outputs o j−1 or o j . If P k,j has more than one element, then there exist two non-overlapping paths from each of the inputs i k−1 or i k to each of the outputs o j−1 or o j .
We refer to i 1 and i 2 as the first two inputs, i n−1 and i n as the last two inputs, o 1 and o 2 as the first two outputs, and o m−1 and o m as the last two outputs. Using Lemmas 1-2, we obtain the following theorem to identify the critical edges, and hence the critical transposers in a given crossbar. Theorem 1. The only critical edges in a given crossbar are those that are used to connect each of the first two inputs to each of the last two outputs, or each of the last two inputs to each of the first two outputs.
Using Theorem 1, the critical edges (and hence the critical transposers), can be easily identified in a given crossbar. As shown in Fig 5, these transposers are positioned in two diagonal paths in the crossbar. By expanding the critical transposers, we create alternative paths for connecting the input/output pairs that previously were connected only through one path. For example, Fig. 5 shows the corresponding graph for an 8-to-4 fault-tolerant crossbar. The edges that represent additional transposers are shown in red.
V. EVALUATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS
Our goal in this section is to evaluate the expanded routing fabric in terms of fault tolerance and transposer overhead. We also compare the quality of the fault-tolerant routing fabric with the original design reported in [2] . We use an enhancement of the CoSyn platform (We refer to it as CoSyn+) for our simulations, and we apply CoSyn+ to the routing fabric of [2] and the proposed fault-tolerant routing fabric. The enhancements to CoSyn were implemented using C++. The set of bioassays constituting the single-cell analysis protocol [2] An expanded transposer were used as a benchmark, and the cells were classified using a uniform distribution function.
A. Fault-tolerance Assessment
We first investigate the reliability of the expanded crossbar. Recall that the routing fabric designed in this work is only guaranteed to tolerate a single fault. We show however that this design is also resilient in most cases to multiple faults. To investigate the probability of a disconnected input/output pair in the case of more than one edge failure, we simulate multiple edge failures by removing random edges in the crossbar. The crossbar is reliable if none of the input/output pairs get disconnected in the case of multiple faults.
First, we inject 10000 random double faults in five crossbars of different sizes and record the number e of instances of double faults for which the crossbar gets disconnected. The percentage of injected faults that are benign (i.e., they do not cause any disconnections) is computed as (10000−e)×100 10000
. We repeat the experiment 20 times for each crossbar and record the mean percentage of benign multiple faults and the standard deviation among these experiments, which are shown in Fig. 6 . We then carry out the same experiment by injecting more faults at a time. As shown in Fig. 6 , the redesigned crossbar is more than 97% reliable in the case of double faults, more than 96% reliable in the case of triple faults, and more than 95% reliable in the case of quadruple faults. As expected, the reliability of the crossbar decreases when more faults occur, but our results show that the fault tolerance remains high for a large multiplicity of faults. Note also that the reliability is higher for larger crossbars. This is expected since the number of edges is higher in a larger crossbar, and therefore, the probability that the faults happen on a group of edges that can disconnect an input/output pair is lower.
B. Transposer Overhead
Next we calculate the cost of fault tolerance in terms of the transposer overhead in the redesigned crossbar. The number of additional transposers is equal to the number of transposers in the two critical paths. Since one transposer is common to the two paths (where diagonal paths cross each other), the total number of additional transposers is 2q − 3. Table I shows the transposer overhead for various values of n and m. The overhead is less for larger routing fabrics since at each vertical level the number of transposers increases with the number of inputs and outputs, but the overhead stays constant. 
C. Design-Quality Assessment
We also investigate the quality of a platform using the faulttolerant routing fabric by comparing it to the quality of a platform using the original routing fabric. For this purpose, we evaluate the number of single-cell experiments that can be carried out on the two platforms in a given window of time and by using a given number of resources in the other parts of the chips, i.e., DMFB resources. We use the terms cell-analysis density and DMFB capacity as they were defined in [2] .The cell-analysis density refers to the number of cells that can be analyzed in a specific window of time when a given set of DMFB resources is available. We calculate the cellanalysis density for a time window of one minute and a set of DMFB resources of size 100 electrodes. The DMFB capacity represents the fraction of input cells that can be processed simultaneously on a given set of DMFB resources. Therefore, DMFB capacity changes when the number of DMFB resources are varied.
Our objective here is to compare the cell-analysis density of two platforms using the original routing fabric and the faulttolerant routing fabric, respectively. We simulate the analysis of 50 input cells of 40 different types using 20 barcoding outputs for various numbers of DMFB resources. As shown in Fig. 7 , cell-analysis density decreases when more DMFB resources are available, i.e., more resources are used to process the same number of input cells. In general, cell-analysis density is less for the fault-tolerant routing fabric since the total completion time for the same number of input cells is higher and fewer cells finish analysis in a given window of time. Nevertheless, the slight decrease in the cell-analysis density is only a small price to pay for the added assurance of fault tolerance in the new design.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have introduced an analysis method for identifying critical transposers in a routing fabric and a design technique for expanding critical transposers to ensure single-fault tolerance. We have also shown that the redesigned routing fabric provides a high degree of fault tolerance for multiple faults. The design was evaluated in terms of transposer overhead and the cell throughput for limited DMFB resources. As part of future work, we will investigate the possibility of reducing the overhead by using other architectures for the fault-tolerant crossbar. 
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